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Collaborations for Commercial-Scale Application Development
(Plastic suppliers with converters and OEMs)

- A surge in collaborations of major companies can be seen with the vision of
obtaining desired results and outputs like BASF with Zoom T for baby bottles, BASF
with L&L Products & Stellantis for automotive lightweight components, and SABIC
with EconCore for automotive lightweight components.

- Strategic collaboration between plastic manufacturers and converters/OEMs help
in utilizing their know-how's effectively and developing an application with expertise
in home & kitchen appliances, automotive, and other segments.

- The ease of material processing and lightweight of components are the major
driving factors for these profuse collaborations happening between material
suppliers and converters. New technology/design is the main focus here so that the
existing challenges related to processing can be addressed and resolved with a
possible increase in targeted customers for polymer suppliers. However, the
selection of the right partners would be crucial for the best utilization of resources
during the development phase.
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Sustainability and Circular Economy
- With new government regulations and industry initiatives to reduce the carbon footprint,

the focus on sustainability and circularity are anticipated to increase across various
segments. The initiatives are more visible in polyolefins, polyester, and PVC plastics as they

have a high scale of commercialization. Moreover, the initiatives are limited for high-
performance materials due to their relatively low consumption leading to performance
degradation. It would require more investment of time & capital shortlisting of specific

application and collaboration with similar set of companies across the value-chain.
 

- The possible ways to achieve this is by an increased usage of bio-based materials and
reduction in the usage of fossil-based feedstock for plastic production. The latter seems to

be gaining more popularity and companies are heavily investing in it through capital
investment, collaboration, production process improvement among other possibilities.

 
- Major companies such as SABIC and DSM have started working on recycled feedstock

for the production of UHMWPE. Evonik and BASF have planned to increase the
sustainable materials in the feedstock of polymer production. 

- The SiC technology is gradually evolving and replacing Si-based devices
(converter/inverter) whenever commercially feasible. Due to this, there is a need for high

temperature film capacitor that can work up to 150 deg C to get the maximum benefit
out of the device at lower operating cost (minimum cooling) along with miniaturization.

 
- Majority of the companies prefer BOPP-based film which can work up to 105 deg C. The

need for high-temperature materials can increase the material cost of capacitor films.
Thus, there are a few developments/emergence of high-performance plastics films along

with a blend of plastics to boost the maximum working temperature by 30-50 deg C.
 

- The major development like PEI film (160 deg c) from SABIC and Shin-Etsu collaboration
and PP/COC film (140 deg C) from Borealis and Topa's collaboration is already in the early

phase of commercialization. Also, DuPont has launched polyester-based film which can
work up to 140 deg C. Murata also has launched a high-temperature film (125 deg C)

capacitor with a special focus on the automotive segment.

High Temperature Film Development for E&E

Product Launches for Automotive to Improve Electrification
- Being lightweight is the key area of improvement in the automotive industry.
The increased commercialization of electric vehicles will certainly push the
polymers' suppliers to launch new products for metal replacement and
miniaturization. To improve the safety features of batteries, the suppliers are
also launching products for better fire protection/suppression.

- The major product launches that happened recently includes but is not limited
to fire-extinguishing film for Li-Ion batteries by Toppan, Kevlar MicroCore for
battery internal component by DuPont, BASF (PA6/66) and Solvay (PPA) for metal
replacement, and Solvay's PPS for corrugated piping. The increased use of
plastics will certainly enhance the design of components along with a reduction
in processing costs.

- Other major companies such as SABIC and LANXESS are focusing on improving
the properties of PBT compounds for Radar systems with an improved thermal
management system. 
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